EASTER 2022

Decade of
tree planting in
Harmony Woods
Four Year 11 students including our Head Boy
and Head Girl joined school ambassadors,
HM Lord-Lieutenant of Hampshire and other
delegates to celebrate a decade of tree planting
in Harmony Woods from The Queen’s Diamond Jubilee
2012 to The Queen’s Platinum Jubilee 2022.

New Senior Prefect team unveiled - page 5

Focus on
Computing,
ICT and
STEM
Pages 6–7

Year 7 reward trip
to Wembley

Dedicated Year 7 Football Club players enjoyed
a reward trip to Wembley last week to see the national
team in action against Ivory Coast. The boys were a
credit to the school, soaking up the superb atmosphere
in the stadium with England winning 3-0.

At the end of a very busy term, it is important to
reflect on all that has been achieved. Harrow Way is
truly inclusive and fosters students’ talents which is
very apparent when I read this newsletter, the weekly
eNews and when I look at our website.

Head’s
Corner

Over the past two years of the
pandemic, we have seen the education
sector at its tireless, principled best.
The spring term has been one of the
most challenging terms of my career.
I cannot pretend it has been easy, but
it has been made a lot easier by the
dedication, flexibility and ‘can do’
attitude of Harrow Way staff. When I
take the opportunity to reflect back on
the last two years and take a moment
to acknowledge and applaud all that
we have achieved in what have been

the most challenging of circumstances.
I could not be prouder of the way that
our students, staff and wider
community, including you our parents
and carers, have risen to the
challenges we have all faced.

“Thank you for
all your ongoing
support.”

Attendance

We all know that every student needs
to be in school learning as much as
possible; if they are not, they simply
cannot make the progress they are capable of.
Unfortunately, over the last two years poor attendance
has become a much bigger problem across the country
and we are not immune to that trend here at Harrow
Way. It is important that we all recognise the need for
our children to be in school regularly, not only for
educational reasons but also for their social
development. Even those students who miss the odd day
soon fall into the category of being Persistently Absent.

That is why all Tutors and Year Group Teams are
currently working with specific cohorts of students, as
they are currently classed as Persistently Absent having
missed over 10% of school so far this year (for reasons
other than Covid absence). This is because with good
attendance for the rest of this year they can move out
of this category. Great attendance is undoubtedly one
of the easiest ways to give your child every chance of
success and, as a school, we will do all we can to secure
attendance rates that allows that to be the case.

Storm Eunice

On Friday morning the 18th February, the LA was notified that the Met Office weather alert status
for Hampshire had been raised to a RED alert meaning a threat to life. Our Business Manager and site
team did a fantastic job clearing the site after the impact of storm Eunice. The marquee is beyond
repair! We also had broken windows, skylights and fire doors and one of the new solar panels has
been blown off. The site was bustling during half term, with various contractors repairing the
damage to get the site ready for the start of the second half term.

The governing body

has continued meeting (virtually) this spring term. It is important
during this time of constant change and uncertainty that governors continue to carry out our role and to provide
support to the school and I can’t thank our governors enough for all the help and guidance they have offered me
over this time.
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Leadership and Learning
Partner annual visit
Our LLP (Leadership and Learning Partner) visit from the Local Authority,
took place this term. The purpose of the annual visit was to moderate and
ratify the school’s self-evaluation process. During the visit an extended
discussion was held with me regarding the school’s internal data and a
learning walk was carried out to view the school in session. Meetings were
also held with middle leaders, teachers, students as well as a learning walk
of KS3 and KS4 classes.

“The school continues
to have strong leadership
capacity across all levels.”

“There is a very calm,
purposeful feel to the school
where students are safe and
happy, which leads to
good learning.”

“Students are keen
to do well. They enjoy
their lessons and
appreciate the support
and encouragement
they get from staff.”

“The school is
well organised
with clear systems
for review
and quality
assurance.”

“The middle leaders
interviewed are proud to
work at Harrow Way. They
provide a rich curriculum
and set high expectations
for all students in their
areas. Leaders have
designed an ambitious
curriculum.”

The War in Ukraine

We have seen, read and heard some horrendous stories coming out from
Ukraine since the Russian invasion of this sovereign nation in the last
six weeks. Our school and our community stand in solidarity with the
people of the Ukraine. In response we had a non-uniform day which raised
an awesome £1,105.56 which will be donated to
The British Red Cross Appeal.

Staffing
We have welcomed back
from maternity leave:

Lyndsey Walker (Lead Practitioner
and Curriculum Leader for Dance)

Chloe Campbell (Science Teacher)
Sara Crossley (Year Leader Year 11
and Science Teacher)

Vikki Seren (Assistant SENCo).
We say goodbye to my wonderful
Family Partnership Manager

Janice Buckley.

Janice will be retiring after 14 years
at Harrow Way. Over my time as
Headteacher her undoubted
commitment and expertise has made
a huge difference to Harrow Way
students and families. This year Janice
was recognised at the annual
Hampshire Education Awards. The
Awards recognise and celebrate the
contribution of staff and volunteers
within the county’s education system,
and the real difference their work
makes to the life opportunities of
children and young people. Janice was
nominated for the Improving Life
Chances Award. We wish Janice a
very happy retirement.

Record-breaking waiting
list for Year 7 admissions

With more parental preference
(Year 7 admissions) than any
other Test Valley school, we are
once again oversubscribed for
September 2022. We will be
welcoming a year group of 210
(our standard admission is 180)
into Year 7 and still have a
waiting list of nearly 59!

“Finally, I hope your child
has enjoyed this term
and, on behalf of all
school staff, I hope that
you and your families
enjoy a pleasant Easter
break with perhaps just
a little bit of sunshine.”
Mr Serridge, Headteacher
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‘Memorable’ annual
Blood Brothers trip

The annual visit to watch Harrow Way’s staple English
literature text ‘Blood Brothers’ at the theatre is as much a
Harrow Way tradition for our GCSE students as calling the
school hall an ‘audi’. This time, we visited the beautiful city of Bath to watch
a typically excellent performance of Willy Russell’s famous musical.
Amongst the various themes covered by ‘Blood Brothers’, one of the most
memorable is the discussion of superstition. Somebody definitely tempted fate
somewhere for our Year 10 students who were met with a broken down coach and
a considerable wait into the early hours of the morning. Despite this the students
responded brilliantly, supporting each other and helping keep morale high until the
replacement coaches arrived. Often it is the things that go wrong that make
enrichment activities and visits as memorable as what goes according to plan.
Everyone involved certainly had an adventure and an extra anecdote to tell into
the future. Fortunately the Year 11 trip was all rather uneventful!

“Thank you to everyone involved for your resilience
and good humour throughout.” Mr Fluellen

The Reading
Programme
continues to
be a great
success
Across the year groups students are
embracing our Reading Programme.
KS3 students have requested to read
the next instalment of ‘Wolf Brother’
so will be continuing their
adventures into Michelle Paver’s
world in the summer term.
Year 9 have started their Reading
Programme with some cultural
capital classics: ‘The Secret Garden’
and ‘Roll of Thunder, Hear my Cry’.
With this in mind they will be given
a ‘lighter’ yet equally engaging
read by finishing the year with
‘Wolf Brother’.
Our Year 10 students have been
gripped by the hard-hitting narrative
of ‘Roll of Thunder’ and requested
something equally as gripping but
from a different genre. ‘Woman in
Black’ has been selected for the
summer term in the hope they find
the eerie Eel Marsh House as exciting
and captivating.
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The programme is
receiving both high praise
and support. On our recent LLP visit,
the programme was described as
“gorgeous” as both students and
tutors continue to find reading
collectively a calm and purposeful
start to the day. And Hatchett UK
publishers donated no less than 1100
bookmarks to our new venture and
continue to work closely with the
department when it comes to
sourcing new texts for the
programme.
The English department are also
really excited to welcome the new
Literacy Prefects into the team and
look forward to working with them
throughout the summer term and
next academic year.

Year 8 show
their character
Someone’s character is seen as
the qualities that distinguish
that person and we’re really
developing a good
understanding of Year 8’s
character now. As individuals
and as a collective we have a
pretty good grasp of who you
are becoming, and it is
encouraging to see.

We build character from
moment to moment and I have
been into numerous lessons this
term and watched students
engage with work and each
other in a hugely impressive way.
Alongside this classroom ethos
we continue to flourish in
extra-curricular. Congratulations
to anyone participating in the
wider community of our school;
Sports, STEM, Musical, World
Book Day and more. I want to say
a particular well done to those
who were seen and voted for as
new student council members.
I am going to use this
opportunity to publicly praise
Adam Holman who recently
advanced through the county
cross country and into the South
East competition. There is a
unique challenge that distance
running provides, so that effort
is worth all the praise. When you
perform on your own, in any
field, your strength of character
has to come to the fore and it
was a pleasure to watch Adam
perform and represent Harrow
Way so well.
Mr Cole, Year Leader for Year 8

Year 11 compete
their final full term

Senior
Prefect team

Mrs Ford, Mr Fluellen and Mr Whitworth spent an entire day meeting and
interviewing prospective Senior Prefects just before half term. Students were
interviewed in groups of six, giving a short presentation detailing why they
felt they would be good for a particular role, before taking part in a round
table discussion about big issues and school specific challenges.
Every single student was really impressive and selecting the senior team was
a very difficult job! Everyone who was interviewed should be very proud of
themselves. We were so impressed by the vision that some students had as to
how they felt they could have an impact in the school community that we had
to rethink some of the roles in order to accommodate the students’ ideas.
Senior Prefects have been appointed in: Sports, Enrichment, Digital,
Environment, Literacy, Student Council, Year 7 Enrichment and Support,
Equality and Year Team support. We will be inviting Senior Prefects to apply
for the Head and Deputy Head roles next term.
We are incredibly excited to see what they can do. As Mr Whitworth said in
their presentation assembly:

“Never doubt that a small group of thoughtful,
committed citizens can change the world; indeed,
it’s the only thing that ever has.” Margaret Mead

Year 11 have just officially
completed their final full term at
Harrow Way. We all remember
them in Year 7 - bright eyed, so
young and thinking that school
was going to last forever. Now
in a matter of a few weeks their
GCSE exams will officially begin.
Where has time gone?
This term has been a busy one
for Year 11 with some students
already sitting GCSE exams and
all of them participating in the
Pre Public Exams (PPEs) - which
they were amazing at. Many
staff complimented their
exemplary behaviour during this
time; I know the Year 11 team
were especially proud.
With our final few ‘normal’
weeks approaching, prom
planning is well underway and
we are so excited to celebrate
this incredible year group. We
know the next term is going to
be challenging, albeit short, so
we encourage Year 11 to take the
Easter holidays as an
opportunity to, not only revise,
but to have fun and some
well-earned rest.
Mrs Woodhead,
Year Leader for Year 11

Historical Association’s History Gold Quality Mark
Our excellence in History teaching and learning has been
recognised by the Historical Association who has awarded
the school their much coveted Gold Quality Mark (QM).
In their report the Historical Association assessor
commented: “The provision of History at Harrow Way
Community School is strong and forward-thinking. The
department works tirelessly to bring History alive for its
students, whilst also maintaining high expectations for
academic achievement. Staff are involved in CPD beyond
the school and support other schools and educationalists
nationally. The students are proud of History at Harrow
Way, and this is most evident in their motivation and
positivity in classes.”

History have been recognised by a leading organisation
such as the Historical Association. We’re particularly
pleased to have received the Gold QM which is the highest
level of award that can be achieved.”

Commenting on achieving the accolade, Mrs Brown,
Curriculum Leader for History said: “We’re very proud that
our high standards in teaching and student success in
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FOCUS ON COMPUTING, ICT AND STEM

‘Most Innovative Idea’
win at First® Lego®
League competition

A team of ten Year 7 to 10 students headed to LEGOLAND® hotel
resort in Windsor for a recent First® Lego® League competition.
The triumphant team won a trophy for the ‘Most
Innovative Idea’ for their creative solution to improve
the journey of products by designing a Bluetooth stamp.
Their stamp can be used to track parcels anywhere in the
delivery process, not just at the point of being scanned or
in a van in order to overcome the issue of scanning
machine failure and label damage.
Commenting on the students’ success Mrs Robertson,
Curriculum Leader ICT and Computing said: “The First®
Lego® League competitions are a brilliant way to
encourage students to engage in coding, develop their
critical thinking and design skills. I am so proud of the
team’s success. They put hours of research and
preparation in ahead of this competition which has seen
them excel on the day. Our thanks to Chris, a scientist
from the Defence
Science and
Technology
Laboratory for his
help with the
robot design and
to both Stannah
and Ocado for
their support
and feedback

with the
innovative
project and
preparing
students for
the challenge.”
To succeed
in the robot
competition the
students spent hours researching, designing and creating
a LEGO® robot. Their problem-solving and coding knowhow was put to the test as they were tasked with creating
their own practice game table, then build and programme
their LEGO® robots in to compete in a series of challenges.
Student Catherine Massey found the experience very
enjoyable saying:

“ I thought that going to the
competition was an amazing
experience. It was fascinating
to see how other teams approached
the competition. Overall I really
enjoyed it and had lots of fun.”

British Science Week 2022
The theme for this years’ British
Science Week was ‘Growth’ so the
Science department kept Year 7 and 8
busy investigating the conditions
needed for plant growth.

Each year group explored a different
factor with Year 7 students looking at
the effect of soil nutrients while Year 8
explored which colour of light is best
for plants to grow. Students had to be
very patient as it took two weeks to
get the results!
Year 7 found out that compost provides
better nutrients than soil from the
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school grounds whereas Year 8
discovered that the red and blue filters
were the best for growing their
pea plants.

The focus for Year 9 was how to
tackle the issue of ever increasing
populations so armed with packets of
spaghetti our students designed and
built some rather impressive
skyscrapers.
And for Years 10 and 11 British Science
Week was a great opportunity to
consider potential careers the STEM
subjects can lead to.

Cyber skills
put to the test

Pitting their cyber skills
against schools across the
region a team of Year 8
students headed over to
the NATS Corporate and Technical Centre for the regional
CyberFirst Girls Competition final. The team of four spent
the day tackling cyber related puzzles from cracking
codes, cyphers and cryptography, which covered topics
from networking to AI.
The CyberFirst Girls competition is run by the National
Cyber Security Centre which is part of GCHQ. The
competition aims to inspire girls to consider pursuing
careers in cyber security as female representation in the
sector is too low, with women accounting for just 16% of
the UK’s cyber workforce.

S T E M success
We finished the term on a STEM high with 36 Year 8
students taking part in the IET Faraday Challenge Day.
For the day students were engineers working through a
series of challenges and their career as they progressed
from apprentices through to graduating into a role.
Each team had to assign roles from team leaders
to accountants.

Having agreed who was who, the challenge was to plan,
design and create a prototype for a business. The prototype
had to have one electronic element and using ‘Faraday’
money the team could purchase components such as card,

This is to certify

Harrow Way

that

Community

School

Centre for

tion
Computing Educa
Mark to the
Computing Quality
Framework
Computing Quality

Simon Peyton

Awarded by:

Jones, Chair,

elastic bands, servos motors and solar panels, battery
packs, LED and crocodile clips and also to hire equipment.
The final part of the day was for each team to present
their ideas and prototypes. We can’t say what the winning
project was as it’s part of a national competition but
we can say that everyone who took part learned so much
from planning, team building, electronics
and thinking about costs to
perseverance, determination
and resilience.

Harrow Way awarded
the Computer Quality Mark

ed
Has been award

The National

Commenting on the competition
Mrs Robertson, Curriculum
Leader ICT and Computing said:
“With women still very
unrepresented in the tech
industry we are keen to
encourage our female students at a younger age to
engage with the subject with a view to more studying
Computer Science at GCSE. The CyberFirst Girls
Competition was a great opportunity for our team of
female students to apply their know-how and skills to a
series of challenges. They did incredibly well to reach the
regional finals having qualified against hundreds of
teams. I hope their success has inspired them and they
can see the potential for a future career in the sector.”

NCCE

Date awarded

: 15/03/2022

Join us for

ST EM Club
ever y Thursday
in L3
3pm–4pm

We are the 19th school in England to be awarded the Computing Quality
Mark which is awarded to schools to acknowledge and celebrate the quality
of computing provision. To achieve this accreditation we had to demonstrate to NCCE
(National Centre for Computing Education) that our computing and ICT provision could meet
the rigorous criteria of their framework evidencing our strengths such as our Computing at
School hub status, our rich curriculum and extra curricula opportunities and the quality of
computing and ICT teaching.
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NEWS FROM THE LRC

Student comment

We believe it’s important to build
our students’ awareness of national
and global events and issues –
cultural capital is essential
knowledge that students need to
prepare them for future success.

World Book Day

Students once again embraced
World Book Day with 16 tutor
groups decorating the doors
to their rooms in spectacularly
creative style. Well done to
everyone who took part.

Monday - Comic an
d
Ma nga Club
Tuesday - Harry Potte
r Fan Club
Wednesday - Poetr
y and Shor t
Story Writing Club
Thursday - Warham
mer

open to all year grou
ps
from 3.00 to 3.50p
m.

Third place for Charlie and
the Chocolate Factory by 7CLM

“ There’s always something
going on in here. The
displays change a lot so we
can see and find out about
lots of different things.”

It’s also wonderful to see students
take the initiative and lead on
setting up clubs they’d like to
attend. Congratulations to Piper
Travell who has started an after
school Poetry and Short Story
writing club.

Second place for
Sherlock Holmes by 7JCM

It was great to see lots of students
joining in, earning house points and
extra stamps while broadening
their knowledge and understanding.

Our Comic and Manga Club are up
and running and we’re looking for
more students to join us so we can
look at producing a Harrow Way
comic. We’ve also starting a
well-being and mindfulness
lunchtime session - an opportunity
to de-stress in a calm and
supportive environment.

First place for James
and the Giant Peach by 8RMC

This has been a busy term for the
Learning Resource Centre and
Library with so many fantastic events
for students to enjoy including
Holocaust Memorial Day, LGBTQ+
History Month, International Women
in Science Day and National Careers
Week, to name just a few.

Year 7 continue
to impress
Year 7 have continued to impress
after their fantastic start and are
becoming more confident
throughout the school year. I am
extremely proud of the number
of pupils still attending extracurricular clubs. A big mention to
Billy King who is looking to start
his own ‘Harry Potter Club’ which
will be taking place in the library
every Tuesday from 3.00-3.50pm.
What an inspirational young man.
The ‘Around the board Darts
challenge’ inter tutor competition
concluded this term.
Congratulations to 7CAB who win
narrowly due to attendance
numbers. They will be awarded
their prize in this term’s
celebration assembly.
At the time of writing we’re
looking forward to this term
coming to an exciting finish at
the Year 7 Easter party
celebration. All attenders will be
part of a big Easter raffle with
lots of prizes to be won. I’m sure
we will have a fantastic time.
Mr Carter, Year Leader for Year 7

Fifty Year 8 students earn
PiXL Edge certificates
The PiXL Edge Award was created to
support students’ personal
development and to give them an
opportunity to hone five desirable
qualities as identified by the National
Careers Service - leadership,
organisation, resilience, initiative and
communication. These important skills
will serve students well in school, their
personal lives but perhaps most
importantly, in their future careers.
There are three levels to the award:
Apprentice, Pioneer and Graduate. To
achieve each level, students have to
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complete ten challenges.
They are encouraged to try
new things and extend
themselves as this has proved to have
positive outcomes on academic
results, and life outcomes too.
Students are able to choose their
challenges from an extensive list, such
as organise a family workout or
birthday celebration; raise money for
charity; conduct a science experiment
or pass a grade exam in a musical
instrument. All their hard work is
recorded on the PiXL Edge website,

who verify and confer the award once
their standard has been met.
Our Year 7 students have just begun
work on this award; they have created
their accounts on the website and
identified the challenges they would
like to tackle, which must be done in
their own time. We look forward to
seeing what they achieve over the
coming months.

Careers Corner

At Harrow Way we are thoroughly committed to providing
students with as many opportunities to discuss and experience
as many potential post 16 routes and careers as possible.
During both National Apprenticeship
Week and National Careers Week
this term, students have really
enjoyed the opportunity to have
more in depth conversations about
the world of work and qualifications
post school as lessons looked to
make even more explicit links than
usual between our subjects and the
careers to which they might lead.
This is not only an expectation of
the National Curriculum and
guidelines such as the Gatsby
Benchmarks, it is also a rewarding
and important part of the job of
teaching and we all enjoy exploring

this part of our curriculum with
students. All of the subjects on
our curriculum, as well as the rich
programme of enrichment activities
we offer, provide important skills
and develop young people towards
those very different futures that
they are going to face and experience.
Although our older students have
distinct careers lessons, all of our
students experience regular talks
about careers throughout their
time with us and visitors from local
businesses have contributed to
our enrichment programme
and assemblies.

House Happenings
This term has been a fairly quiet one for the house teams.
We are busy though planning an exciting summer term full
of outdoor activities in a COVID safe environment.
We did manage to launch a trick shot challenge competition.
This was led by our fantastic House and Sport Captains –
thank you! We had some brilliant entries and particularly
liked Ruby Clark’s video of her training her dog to join in
with the challenge and Riley Green’s BMX trick shot challenge.
Well done to those students for their brilliant entries.

Watch this space – next term
is going to be chock-a-block!

Year 10 step
up a gear

This term it has really felt like
Year 10 have stepped up a gear
and have started preparing
themselves to be the new senior
members of the school. We have
appointed our new Senior
Prefect team and 30 Prefects to
support in the specific areas
around the school community
where they feel they are most
able to make a difference.
We have also had nearly 40
additional applications for the
next round of Prefect
appointments. The Prefects have
just started to meet with the
staff with whom they will be
working so that they are ready
to take over responsibility from
the current Year 11 Prefects
when they are ready to focus
solely on exam preparation.
Many Year 10 students have also
said that they have felt an
increase in academic focus in
their classrooms over this term,
with lots of students keen to
start the after school support
sessions that Mrs German is
coordinating. Some Year 10s
have already sat their first GCSE
exams! Their time with us at
Harrow Way is flying by, and I’ve
been really impressed with the
focus and dedication that is
shown by most Year 10 students
as I visit them in lessons.
Mrs Ford, Year Leader for Year 10

Getting inspired at The Army Flying Museum
Students got hands on at this exciting careers event enjoying a number of ‘have
a go’ activities delivered by employers, training providers, education institutions, public
and armed services. Students were able to take part in a wide range of activities that
gave them exposure to the many diverse roles (professional, technical and craft)
employed within these sectors. They also had the opportunity to learn about the
various educational options, training courses and apprenticeships from professional
employer representatives, career and educational advisers in our area and beyond.
For more information about supporting students with decisions
about their futures, check out ‘Ways Forward’, our weekly
newsletter for all things careers and post 16.
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An exciting
time for Year 9!
It is hard to believe that Year 9
are now over half way through
their time at Harrow Way!
Although a huge proportion of
this time was spent in lockdown
or facing additional restrictions
or changes, I am always so
proud of how mature our year
group are and how resilient
they have become. Walking
around lessons, it is clear to see
the feeling of purpose and the
determination to succeed
within the year group.

ENRICHMENT
CLUBS,
SOCIETIES
AND SPORTS

Climbing Club
Members of our climbing club
from across the school enjoyed
a visit to Bouldershack in
Southampton last month.

They continued to develop their
personal climbing skills taking on
some challenging routes. Their
commitment to Climbing Club is
superb and the improvement in
their climbing has been fantastic.

After lots of deliberation,
questions and excitement, Year 9
have now made their final GCSE
option choices. It has been so
lovely having such mature
conversations with students
about their futures and the
careers they see for themselves
- I hope you all found this
process easy and enjoyed the
discussions with your children.
Year 9 had a dropdown PSHE day
this term learning all about
positive relationships - both
with themselves and with
others. Again, the maturity
shown from all students was
impressive, as were the
discussions had in each session.
I met with the Year 9 Council this
term. I was blown away by their
insightful and mature
conversations. One thing that
came out was wanting to do
more for charity as a year group
which prompted me to see what
more we can do. Alongside the
non-school uniform day raising
money towards the Ukraine
crisis, Year 9 were all
photographed making a heart
with their hands which we then
turned into a mural to show
our respects.
Thank you all for your continued
support, I wish you all a relaxing
and hopefully sunny Easter break.
Miss Fowler,
Year Leader for Year 9
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Top netball
action
Year 7 and 8 Netball Club
students enjoyed a visit to the
University of Bath to see Team
Bath take on top of the league
Manchester Thunder. A gripping
game to watch with the home
side narrowly losing 53-57.

Netball Club
The Year 7 girls netball team have
had a fantastic season and are
currently unbeaten in the league.
Strong performances by all in the
team has meant that plenty of
goals are being scored each game,
with very few conceded.
Indeed the Year 7s have shown
excellent commitment which
enabled us to also play a ‘B team’
friendly against John Hanson,
giving all club members a taste
of competitive fixtures.
The Year 8s have also had
consistently high numbers
attending the weekly Netball Club.
Most have managed to play a
match, where we have had mixed
results; some excellent wins
and also some narrow defeats.

Rugby

The Year 7s are incredibly keen to
improve and their confidence is
building. The team enjoyed a great day
up at Twickenham where they took
part in a Rugby in Motion workshop;
learning about the different positions
and the components of fitness required
for each position, followed by a tour
of the museum.
The team then travelled to Orleans Park
School in Twickenham to play in their
invitational rugby 7s tournament.

Football

Football across all year groups has continued to be popular with great
numbers turning out to training each week. As we start to wrap up the
Andover league fixtures we feel it has been a successful season and look
forward to building the numbers and chemistry of our teams for the new
season. It’s great to have so many students turning up to training each week.

Cross County

Our cross country team travelled to
Testbourne School in Whitchurch to
take part in a qualification race with
Harrow Way winning the Year 7 and
Year 8 boys race and placing well in the
girls races. This allowed some of our
runners to go on and represent
Andover schools at the Hampshire cross
country event in Basingstoke where the
standard was incredible. A special
mention goes to Adam Holman who
finished 15th in the Year 8 boys race.

The Year 7 and 8 girls football team have had some excellent fixtures over the
last few terms. Although they have yet to win a game, score lines are
definitely showing a vast improvement from the start of the year. Confidence
from all the girls is mounting the more fixtures that are played. All players
have all shown great tenacity and determination.
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2022 Calendar
Easter Holiday

Monday 11 April – Friday 22 April 2022
1 Jul 22

Year 9 Geography visit to
Bournemouth Seafront

4 Jul 22

INSET 5 - school closed to students

4-8 Jul 22

Work Experience Activities Week

Bank holiday

6 Jul 22

Year 8 Presentation Evening

3 May 22

Musical Dress rehearsal

6/7 Jul 22

Year 5 Taster Days

5/6 May 22

Musical Public Performance

7 Jul 22

Year 8 Geography visit to Kew

6 May 22

NSPCC Number Day (not non-uniform)

7 Jul 22

Year 7 Presentation Evening

10 May 22

Year 9 visit to Oxford

7/8 Jul 22

Year 4/5 Open Mornings

11 May 22

Year 7 visit to Portsmouth Historic
Dockyard

8 Jul 22

Year 7 and 8 sponsored walk

12 May 22

Year 8 visit to Harry Potter World

8 Jul 22

Year 9 Geography visit to
Durdle Door/Lulworth Cove

15 May 22

Year 7-10 visit to the O2

16 May 22

GCSE exams begin

11/12 Jul 22

Year 7 English Portfolio
Exhibition Evenings

w/c 16 May 22

Non-uniform day in aid of Amazing Alice

12 Jul 22

Year 7 Geography visit to the
New Forest

w/c 23 May 22

Years 7-10 Maths Assessment this week

13/14 Jul 22

Year 8 visit to the Living Rainforest,
Newbury

Monday 30 May to Friday 3 June 2022

13 Jul 22

Year 10 Presentation Evening

13-17 Jun 22

Year 8/9 Calshot residential visit

14 Jul 22

Year 10 Taster Day at Andover College

w/c 20 Jun 22

Years 7-10 End of Year exams (week 1)
Years 7-10 Progress Reviews
published this week

14 Jul 22

Year 9 Presentation Evening

15 Jul 22

Sports Day

23 Jun 22

3.30–7.30pm Year 7 Parents’ Evening

24 Jun 22

Year 11 Leavers’ Buffet/Dance

21 Jul 22

Last day of summer term –
school finishes at 12.30pm

w/c 27 Jun 22

Years 7-10 End of Year exams (week 2)

25 Aug 22

GCSE Results Day

28 Jun 22

Induction Day and Evening

30 Jun 22

PE Presentation Evening

25 Apr 22

Summer term begins

26/27 Apr 22

Year 9 Teenage Booster

27/28 Apr 22

Year 7 and 8 UK Maths Challenge
(selected students)

2 May 22

Summer Half Term
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